A mechanistic understanding of gene regulatory network dynamics requires quantitative single-cell data of multiple network components in response to well-defined perturbations. Recent advances in the development of fluorescent biomarkers for proteins, detection of RNA and interactions, microfluidic technology, and high-resolution imaging have set the stage for a host of new studies that elucidate the important roles of stochasticity and cell-cell variability in response to external perturbations. In this review, we briefly describe methods for high-resolution visualization and the control of gene expression, along with application of these novel methods to recent studies involving gene networks. DOI 10.1016DOI 10. /j.copbio.2011 Introduction Genes, mRNAs, and proteins form a large and intricate network that defines cell phenotype and response to external stimuli. Much is known about the structure of this complex network through extensive genomic, proteomic, and interactomic studies [1, 2] . However, a complete understanding of the systems biology of the cell can only be gained through studies of the dynamics that occur on these networks. This presents experimental challenges for a number of reasons. First, dynamical studies require time-resolved measurements of many network components simultaneously. Second, and importantly for this review, there is considerable variability in the responses of genetically identical cells. Cells respond differently to the same external stimuli either because of differences in cell parameters (cell size, cell cycle stage, chemical concentrations of metabolites, among others) or because of the intrinsic stochasticity of the underlying biochemical reactions [3, 4] . In order to account for the role of such variability in the dynamics, it is often insufficient to measure distributions of relevant observables within a population, as can be achieved by flow cytometry [5] . In order to avoid ambiguity in interpreting dynamical data, one has to track the fates of individual cells in the population over times greater than the characteristic time of the process of interest. Often, this time spans many cell division cycles, which poses challenges in collecting and interpreting data.
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Recent years have seen remarkable progress in single-cell measurements of dynamical processes at the intracellular and intercellular levels. In this review, we will highlight several technological advances and describe several representative studies that have taken advantage of these advances to obtain novel insights into the dynamics of gene regulation. We will focus on methods of high-resolution visualization of gene expression that are based on the development of novel biomarkers of single molecules and methods of registering their activity. Significant recent advances have involved imaging of mRNA activity using a variety of techniques such as FISH, MS2-GFP, and molecular beacons. We then describe imaging techniques involving fluorescent microscopy beyond that diffraction limit, which allows for the tracking of intra-cell processes at single-molecule resolution. Progress has also been made in our ability to control and manipulate cell cultures. It is well known that intrinsic cellular processes or their responses to external cues depend strongly on environmental conditions. Furthermore, an important line of research in studying cell response to external perturbations has been the role of intrinsic and extrinsic noise. Here too it is paramount to control the cellular environment over long periods of time and to vary it in a prescribed manner. We will describe novel approaches involving high-throughput microfluidics for the simultaneous tracking of hundreds of cells under identical or diverging conditions, and also advances in optogenetics which allow for precise spatially and temporally resolved perturbations within a population of cells. Finally, we will describe applications of these novel methods to the NF-kB pathway [6, 7 ] and NotchDelta signaling [8 ] .
Using single molecule biomarkers for spatiotemporal analysis of gene expression Fluorescent proteins are by now a gold standard for realtime reporters of in vivo gene activity [9] . Initially, quantitative techniques were developed for population-averaged measurements of fluorescence (flow cytometry [5] ). While extremely valuable, this approach originally lacked the capability to assay the detailed stochastic patterns of transient gene activity, for which following the gene expression in the same cell for a period of time is needed. In recent years advances in microscopy and microfluidics have led to the emergence of quantitative single-cell fluorescence measurements [10, 11] that permit the characterization of the dynamics and stochasticity of gene expression, as well as cell-cell variability under identical external conditions [3,12 ,13 ,14] . Still, these measurements often have insufficient temporal and spatial resolution to study complex subcellular processes related to gene expression and regulation. In particular, there are many highly dynamic steps between gene activation and the formation of a fully active protein that are not easily resolved with the standard techniques. In this section, we describe several methods that have been recently developed to investigate structure, dynamics, and function of single mRNA and protein molecules, and to obtain information about their spatial location within a cell.
The first step in gene expression involves transcription initiation in which RNA polymerase (RNAP) binds to the DNA at the promoter region and its subsequent elongation that results in formation of the nascent RNA molecule. This process has been visualized in vivo using scanning force microscopy and optical trapping [15,16 ,17 ,18 ] . These studies revealed intricacies of the complex proofreading mechanism accomplished during transcription by RNAP pausing and backtracking. The number of RNA molecules in the cell is small (often several orders of magnitude less than the number of proteins), so measurements of RNA concentration are difficult. One of the earliest effective methods for quantifying RNAs in individual cell was single-molecule RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) [19] [20] [21] . The technique is based on specific binding of fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide probes to target RNA sequences in fixed and permeabilized cells [22] . Improvements to the probe design and fluorophores have allowed for single RNA recognition and tracking of up to five different transcripts at a time [20,23 ,24] . Still, for some applications, the inability to track RNA in real-time can be a significant shortcoming of FISH.
Over the past decade, real-time measurement of RNA has been achieved through several novel techniques. The main difficulty in using of single fused fluorescent proteins is the difficulty of their detection above the cellular autofluorescence. Therefore, several groups have developed the MS2 tagging system, with one plasmid containing fluorophore sequence fused to coding sequence for bacteriophage MS2 single-stranded RNA capsid protein and the other, RNA reporter plasmid containing the RNA of interest along with multiple stem loop MS2-binding sites. Upon expression of both plasmids in live cells, multiple fluorophores fused to MS2 capsid proteins are able to bind to the MS2-binding sites in the untranslated region of RNA of interest [12 ,25,26,13 ]. This technique can generate a strong enough fluorescent signal to allow for the visualization of an individual RNA molecule ( Figure 1e ). The bulkiness of the MS2 system, however, can have detrimental effects on the activity of the RNA, causing clumping and impeding trafficking of mRNA [27, 25] . Furthermore, unbound fluorescent protein generates high background fluorescence and thus limits the sensitivity of the method. In vivo hybridization with molecular beacons is another method that allows for real-time tracking of target RNAs. Molecular beacons are single stranded nucleic acid probes containing a fluorophore and a quencher, which separate only upon binding to target RNA sequence [28] . This approach removes background noise, allowing for single fluorophore labeling and easier image analysis. The downside of molecular beacons is the need to disturb the cell through microinjection or listiolysin-O for delivery [27] . Yet another method of RNA visualization is based on the protein complementation assay [29 ] . The method is based on the interaction of a split RNA-binding protein, eIF4A, fused with two inactive fragments of the marker protein EGFP, with its corresponding RNA aptamer. This method has the advantage of low background fluorescence and great dynamic range. In addition to the above techniques, a number of other approaches have been developed, which are not described here but can be found in [27, 30, 31, 32 ,33,34].
Visualization of protein dynamics. Using genetic engineering, scientists have fused Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) and its various derivatives to proteins of interest, thus allowing for real-time visualization of those proteins. Using multi-color fluorescent microscopy, simultaneous measurement of multiple protein concentrations is feasible. As but one example of this widely used technique, it has been used to access the relative roles of intrinsic and extrinsic noise in gene expression [3, 4] . However, due to the relatively fast diffusion of fluorescent proteins, this approach does not allow for the visualization of the location of individual proteins [35 ,36 ] . In some cases, when the diffusion of proteins is reduced, such as in the case of membrane bound proteins, one can achieve single protein visualization with fast-maturing bright fluorescent proteins (Figure 1b) [37, 38 ] . Similarly, one can track the DNA binding dynamics of transcription factors due to the slow diffusion rate of DNA bound proteins (Figure 1d ) [36 ] .
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer [FRET] is a recent technique that utilizes a donor and an acceptor fluorophore to visualize conformational changes in individual molecules. When the two fluorophores come close to one another, the donor fluorophore transfers energy to the acceptor fluorophore, therefore changing the wavelength of the signal fluorescence. This approach has been instrumental in studies of protein folding [39 ] , RNA polymerase dynamics in Escherichia coli [16 ] , and enzyme dynamics such as cyclic AMP [40 ] . Bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) is another method that has been used to visualize interaction between proteins and conformational changes in molecules [41,42 ,43 ] . This technique breaks apart a yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) into two inactive fragments and fuses them to independent targets of interest. When the two targets come close to one another, the fused YFP fragments form an active fluorophore allowing for visualization of target interaction. There are several reviews that detail these and other protein visualization techniques [27, 33, 41] . Typically, there is a tradeoff between signal detection and molecular perturbation, with most of the methods requiring careful controls that demonstrate that the applied fluorescent tags do not significantly disturb the system.
Single molecule microscopy
Once target molecules are tagged with fluorophores, the goal is to detect their number and localization in vivo. Fluorescence microscopy is a common method for assaying the mean fluorescence of tagged proteins and, in some cases, determining the location of single molecules (e.g. with the mRNA-tagged MS2 system). However, generally the detection of single fluorophores requires more advanced technology. Typically the high diffusion rate of single molecules inside a living cell renders their imaging extremely difficult. One of the approaches to overcome this problem is to reduce the diffusion rate by localizing the molecules to the membrane where the diffusion rate is much slower than in the cytoplasm (Figure 1b) [37]. Another approach is stroboscopic excitation, which allows one to study dynamical properties of individual molecules without manipulation of the sample (Figure 1c) . The Xie group has been able to achieve single molecule detection using a confocal microscope and a focused laser beam [33] . This technique does not involve adjustment of the shutter speed of the camera, but instead uses short laser pulses that allow the shutter to remain open for longer periods of time. This prevents significant diffusion of the fluorescent reporter, but the high laser intensity can be phototoxic to the cells or damage the fluorophores.
The highest resolution that has been achieved with the above techniques is about 200 nm due to the diffraction limit of visible light. In recent years, microscopy techniques that achieve much higher resolution have been developed. Near-field scanning optical microscopy, photoactivated localization microscopy, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy, and stimulated emission depletion are some of the methods that have been developed for subdiffraction microscopy [44] . The shortcoming of these methods is that they require scanning of a large area with a small window, which is often too slow for characterizing live-cell dynamics. Interestingly, FRET is a technique that can allow for resolution in the range of 1nm, or the distance between two fluorophores that results in energy transfer, but the applications of this technique are currently limited to the study of proteinprotein interactions and conformational changes [44] .
Dynamic manipulation of cell environment
In studies of cell dynamics it is often important to control the environment and possibly perturb the input stimuli in a pre-described manner. There are many signaling and regulatory systems that can be better characterized by observing their transient behavior after various specific perturbations. Advances in microfluidic technology allow for precise control and treatment of cells and their environment through small volume manipulations. Microfluidic devices can be very complicated and contain multiple mixing chambers, with computer-controlled injection pumps and valves that allow for high-throughput studies [45 ,46,47] . Simpler devices that are more pedestrian have been instrumental in studies of genetic circuits [48, 49] . The sustainability of cell populations for long periods of time sets the stage for lineage and evolution studies.
The spatial and temporal resolution of the environmental control in microfluidic devices is somewhat limited by the diffusion of chemical signals. This leads to an inability to target individual cells on a typical chip. Optogenetics is a newly emerging field that combines genetic and optical methods to achieve very precise control of specific events inside the cell [50] . In early applications, optical trapping systems were used to study activities such as RNA polymerase dynamics [13 ,17 ] . Using light-switchable molecules adapted from Arabidopsis thaliana, Levskaya et al. were able to control translocation of target proteins to the membrane [5] . In another study, the Voigt group engineered light-sensing bacteria that could respond to the light background by activating genes in congruence with the original gradient [51] , or use small genetically engineered circuits to detect edges of light and dark mask [52 ] .
Quantifying gene network dynamics
The new technical advances have led to a wealth of quantitative information about individual cellular processes. Concurrent tracking of mRNA using the MS2 system and fluorescently tagged proteins has shown that mRNA-protein correlations in E. coli are weaker early in cell cycle, following cell division when mRNA partitioning is approximately binomial [12 ] . Taniguchi et al.
[53 ] expanded on this study by looking at a library of YFP-tagged proteins and their corresponding mRNA in E. coli, using FISH to show that mRNA and proteins are highly uncorrelated. In another study, Bosisio et al. [54 ] used fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis to quantify NF-kB binding-dissociation dynamics and show that they are fast, such that the transcription factors are in equilibrium with their promoters. A study of a developmental gene network in nematodes using FISH showed incomplete penetrance of a skn-1 mutant phenotype due to large variations in gene expression, which experience a threshold during development [55 ] . Elf et al.
[36 ] used transcription factor labeling along with stroboscopic excitation to study the binding characteristics and derive a model for lac repressor diffusion dynamics in the nucleus.
The combination of these techniques within a single experiment opens further possibilities for characterizing the dynamics of intracellular regulation on several levels. High-throughput microfluidic cell culture and fluorescence microscopy have been used to quantify the fluctuations and variability in the dynamics of the transcription factor NF-kB in response to the signaling molecule tumornecrosis factor (TNFa) [35 ,6] . Using fluorescently tagged NF-kB molecules allowed the authors to investigate the nuclear localization dynamics at the single cell level under different TNFa excitation conditions. By tracking the dynamics of NF-kB movement between the nucleus and cytoplasm in over 400 cells, Tay et al. showed that cells respond to TNFa in a stochastic manner, with the fraction of responding cells dependent on the strength of TNFa signal. At the same time, the NF-kB amplitude of responding cells remains high, even with decreasing TNFa signal. Sung et al. [7] further looked at NF-kB mobility using FRAP, examining its chromatin residence time, to elucidate how sustained NF-kB cycles could guide gene expression patterns. These studies represent canonical examples of the importance of single-cell, high-resolution data for advancing our understanding of the function of biological networks.
Recently, simultaneous visualization of multiple components of the network led to a greater quantitative understanding Notch-Delta. In this study [8 ] , Sprinzak et al. used tetracycline-inducible mCherry-Delta fusion transmembrane protein and a Notch activated fluorescent reporter to measure the cis-trans input-output relationship in the network. The Delta transmembrane protein on one cell can bind to Notch transmembrane protein on a nearby cell, resulting in proteolytic release of Notch intracellular domain, which then translocates and activates target genes in the nucleus (trans). The Delta protein can also prevent Notch activation by binding Notch transmembrane proteins in its own cell (cis) (Figure 2a) . By measuring and analyzing the Notch reporter expression rate under digital expression levels of mCherry-Delta and different cell concentrations, Sprinzak et al. were able to characterize the signaling dynamics of this system (Figure 2b-f) . Using a mathematical model of mutual inactivation, Spinzak et al. showed the existence of switch-like behavior in the dynamics of the system associated with different concentrations of Delta and Notch transmembrane proteins. This signaling switch could optimize the Notch-Delta pathway to allow for faster dynamics and directional signaling, which elucidates its involvement in developmental pathways.
Conclusions
In this short review we described novel approaches to the quantitative analysis of gene regulatory circuits in living cells. A complete mechanistic understanding of these networks, which addresses not just the average properties of cell cultures but the sources of fluctuations and intercellular variability, requires not only high spatial and temporal resolution of fluorescent imaging, but also concurrent measurement of the expression of multiple network components. We have described the novel fluorescent marker techniques that allow one to simultaneously track multiple species of RNA and proteins in vivo with subcellular resolution, and methods for precise environmental control and manipulation using microfluidics and optogenetics. So far, there are relatively few studies where these diverse tools have been combined in network analysis. However, we expect that as our ability to simultaneously visualize multiple transcripts and proteins improves, we will see continued rapid progress in the understanding of the dynamics of gene regulation and cellular signaling. 
